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THE GROVE COLLIERY DISASTER: By:Lynn Hopley. B.Ed_. For~ard by S.J.Whitehouse, B •. sc. 

LOCATION OF THE COLLIERY: 

Taken from Victoria County Hi story of 
Staffordshire. 

In 1925 the Grove Colliery employed 1,000 men from 
the surrounding areas of Norton Canes, Pelsall & 
BrownhUls. lt closed at the end of 1950 and 
demo! i.1;ion· of most of the buildings took place in 
1964 • . -Today all that remains are a few derelict 
building~ and the pit mound, itself now being grad· 
ually remov~d. Before long there may be nothing 
to show the site of one of the ·major tragedies _ 
of the . coal mining community, a national disaster· 
ove~shadowed only by the crash of the airship 
R 101 on the same day. 

Fourteen men lost their lives on October 2nd 1930. 

+ + + + + + + + _ 
11 

• • • There are some things upon which no 
difference of opinion is possible; one is 
the daily peril that is faced by those 
who work in the pits, and the other is 
when trouble comes and an accident happens
the splendid self sacrificing courage our 
Cannock C~ase miners have shown ••• " 

The Earl of Dartmouth. 

Oct. 11th, 1930. 

.. 
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POSITION OF THE BODIES 

(lY 
(2) 

(3) 

John Ho 11 and 

John Hackett 

Alfred Heath 

Bottom of No . l. Road 

Bottom of New Belt Road. 

(4) Harry Smith 

(5) William Whittaker 

SEVERE INJURIES CAUSING DEATH. 

(6) Alfred Boden 

(7) 
(8) 

(9) 

(I 0) 

( 11 ) 

( 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

James Ma 11 ey 

John Scoffham 

Alec Martin 

Bottom of No . 3. Road. 

SEVERE INJURIES AND CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING. 

Benjamin Corbett 

William Robbins 

Richard Howdle 

John Brownr idge 

Top of No.2. Road, 
new cutt i ng face. 

BURNS AND CARBON MONOXIDE POISON ING . 

John Bernard Whittaker Within 7 yards of the bottom 
of No.3. Road. 

DIED FROM CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING. 

See the Plan of the workings . The position of the bodies and the cause of death 
was taken from the 11Notice of Accident or Dangerous 
Occurance11

, filled in and sent to W.E. T. Hart ley, 
H. M.I .M . The Document was kindly loaned by 
Mr. J. Turner of Great Wyrley. 

DISASTER. 

The Grove Pit was sunk about 1870 and became one of the most productive pits be long ing 
to William Harrison Limited . lt had a coal washing plant built in the early 1900 1 s that 
was con s ide red unique in the area. {!}Records of previous accidents were kept and it appears 
that the pit had its share of accidents~ These occurred both underground and on the s urface 
bu t were rarely fata l . In 1913 a thirteen year old screen boy was kil led i n the washer plant 
when t he coat he was wearing was caught in t he g.iant gear wheels and he was dragged into them. 

{2J Other dea ths were due to rock falls, coal tubs running off the rails or accidents with machin-
e ry. In fac t t here was not a death after 1920 unti 1 1926. Two notabl.e deaths were those of 
Willi am Hackett and Enoch Callier which occurred in July 1928. l'n the du plicate copy of 
document s reporting accidents or dangerous occurences it say~ 

11These two men were found in No . 220 Rock Head by the dayshift fireman who went i n 
search of Hackett11 ( 3.) 

The ve rdict on the cause of death was asphyxiation. This shows t he presence of gas in the mine, 
although I cannot say if this district was near the part whe re the explosion occurred. 
In 1929 only one accident occurred which amounted to a sc ratched hand .~~ 
The whol e di s tr i ct was s t a rtl ed and s hocked by the news of an explos ion at the Grove Pit , 
Brownhill s , The headlines in the Wal sa ll Obse rver and Staffordsh i r e Chroni cle of Oct . 4th 
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were sensational: 110 I SASTROUS PIT EXPLOSION AT NORTON CANES 
Fourteen miners killed at the Grove Pit at Norton Canes, 

NO SURVIVORS TO EXPLAIN CAUSE11 (SJ 

+ + + + 

The report was delayed but still showed the shock that was felt at the time. An ex-miner, 
Mr. Charles Cox of Bloxwich recalls the atmosphere on the morning of October 2nd when the news 
was spreading through :out the area. Mr. Cox worked at Gt.Wyrley No.3, known as the 
11Sinking11

, which also belonged to William Harrison and was amalgamated with the Grove Pit 
in 1952. However, due to the depression every industry was on a two or three day week. 
This meant '. that men also had to sign on at the Labour Exchange, Mr. Cox recalls that that 
morning there were two hundred men queued up and waiting for the doors to open. Someone came 
and told them the news of the disaster, Mr. Cox describes his feelings like this: 

11We all felt as though the pavement we were standing on at the time had fallen right 
from under our feet11

• He says that the clerks in the Labour Exchange had also 
received the news and the shock spread throughout the hall as paying out continued 
in S>i l ence (6.) 

The papers described the disaster in great detail, although some of the facts given were 
incorrect . The disaster was caused by an explosion, (the cause of which was not known) 
At about 8-45 pm(7J all fourteen men in the district were killed . The men, with the exception 
of one were all married with children, they were: 

William Whittaker, aged 62, of Fourth Avenue, Brownhill~ . He was a 
' widower with a daughter who was married to Alec Martin, another of the 

victims. He was a fireman, responsible for detecting and expelling 
pockets of gas and firing shots which would loosen the coal at the face. 

John Scoffham, aged ~6, marr ied with four children. He was a fireman 
and lived at Chase Road, Brownhills. 

Alfred Boden, aged 50. Married with two children and lived at Church 
Road, Norton Canes. He was a stallman, employed in clearing out and 
cutting coal at the face. 

Joseph Malley, aged 34, was also a stallman. He was married with two 
children and Jived at Chase Road, Burntwood. 

John Holland, aged 41, was single and lived at Old Town, Pelsall, he was 
a rock ripper . The job involved driving new roads, putting up girders 
and props or 11 trees 11 ,and widening or raising roads. 

Benjamin Corbett, aged 52, married with two children, he 1 ived at Church 
Street, Brownhills . At the time he was removing trays which held the 
coa 1 from the cutting face. These trays of coa 1 were put on a ''shaker .. 
a belt which would vibrate and move the trays along . 

Richard Howdle, aged 30, married with five children, of Slough Cottages, 
lived near the Jolly Collier, Brownhills. He was employed in the same 
work as Corbett. 

William Robbins aged 46, married with one child of Tr inity Cottages, 
Watling Street. He was a repairer changing and repairing broken girders 
and doors . 

Alfred Heath, aged 33, who was a rock ripper and was married with two children 
he lived in Hednesford Road, Brownhills . 

Alec Martin, aged 32, married with one daughter of St years, was removing 
trays from the cutting face. His father-in-Jaw was Wi 11 iam Whittaker 
and he also lived in Fourth Avenue, Brownhills . 

• . 
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John Whittaker, aged 44, he was married with one child and Jived in Field 
Lane, High Heath, Pelsall. He was also a repairer. 

John Brownridge, aged 39, he Jived in Wilkin Road, Brownhills, and had three 
children, he was an assistant coal cutte r. 

Harold Smith, aged 38, sta llman, married with two children. He was also the 
licencee of the Pier Inn, Pier Street, Brownhills. lt was still common 
to hold two jobs and both Alfred Boden and Will iam Robbins were pig killers 
in their spa re time. 

John Hackett, aged 33, stallman, he 1 ived in Castle Road, Brownhills, and had 
one chi ld.(S) 

+ + + + + 

The explosion occured on the Wednesday night. Luckily the Wednesday afternoon was a general 
holiday, usually 50 men were in thdt part of the pit. The explosion was one and a half miles 
from the pit head and occurred almost directly below the Fleur-de-Lys restaurant . The shaft 
was isolated and the explosion was not heard by men working in other parts of the pit . 

The men had gone down to move coal-conveying machinery into position and to take down doors and 
replace them with brattice sheets, many of which were already in place. (Brattice sheets were 
pieces of cloth, 1 ike tarpaulin or hessian, coated with a type of pitch.) 

The disaster was discovered at 11-0clock by the night deputy, Abraham Dodd. He sent immediately 
for the General Manager of the pit, Mr. J . Pattison at Great Wyrley . Mr . Pattison . "regardless 
of his own safety1C3} descended down the shaft without safety apparatus, but carbon monex'ide 
gas forced him back. 

At the same time rescue teams from all over the Chase Coalfield were sent for especially those 
of Pelsall and Hednesford rescue stations. They went down to find that al l fourteen men were 
dead. Some eye-witness reports are given: 

11The fall of rock & coal was not only a big one but it extended for a considerable distance 
and there was still a large quantity of gas present . We located several of the bodies, 
but could not reach them owing to the amount of debris in the way" 0o} 

Another rescuer said: "Some of the bodies were badly mutilated, others were found in atti
udes, which but fo r the tragic absence of movement, almost suggested that the men were still at 
work. Their appearance indicated they had first been stunned by the dead ly gas. One or 
two of the victims were found near the compressed air tubes, as though they had tried to reach 
them in the hope of getting fresh air to negative the effects of the gas." (11) 

In charge of the Pelsall Miners rescue was Mr. J. Blake~re, the Pelsall mine~s agent. He went 
down the mine and said at the time 11 1 never want to undergo such an awful experience again; 
it was a nightmare. Somehow I could not sleep on Wednesday night and at last I got up and ~~ 
then the telephone bell went and I heard that something terrible had happened at the Grove Pit'. 

At dawn on October the 2nd Blakemore and A. J.Rowley, one of Her Majesties Inspectors went down. 
All they had were lamps. They found there was debris, masses of rock and coal tubs in dis-
array. A pony had been flung against the side of the road and was dead. 

One body, that of John Holland, was free of debris. Four more, John Hackett, Alfred Heath, 
Harry Smith and William Whittaker were found at the bottom of the new Belt Road, No.2. with 
their heads close together around the mouth of an air pipe. Poisonous gas was still in 
evidence up to 100 yards from the coal face . When Blakemore went home he was sick. (13.) 

AFTERMATH. 

>'• Fourteen men had died, but that was j ust the beginning. The,.. reason why was still not known. 
On October 2nd William Harrison Ltd., issued a statement "The management very much regret 
to state that a serious explosion, involving the loss· of fourteen lives, occured during the 
latter part of the afternoon shift on October 1st, in the Shallow Seam at their Grove Pit. 

The precise causes of the explosion is not known, but the matter is being carefully 
investigated by H. M. Inspectors of Mines in conjunction with the management . " (1.) 
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The tragedy had happened on the same day that the airship, the R. 101 had 

exploded, and this event eel ipsed the disaster as far as national publicity was concerned~ 
Despite this the disaster did not go unnoticed, George V sent a message of sympathy to the 
families of those involved: 

11The Queen and I have only learned 
Colliery, Walsall. We are shocked and 
be many casualties amongst the workers) 

through the press of the terrible explosion at the Grove 
grieves at the serious loss of life (and fear there may 

Please convey to the bereaved families our heart
of the injured and any further details11(.!) felt sympathy and let me know the conditions 

This was sent to the Earl of Harrowsby, Lord Lieutenant . He visited the mine and on the 3rd 
of October, sent a brief reply indicating the loss of four teen lives, with no one injured.(3} 

Others sent in messages of sympathy. The Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald sent a message: 
11 1 am very grieved to hear of the serious explosion which has occurred at the Grove Colliery. 

Please express my deepest sy~athy with the families of those who have lost their lives in 
this distressing accident 11 .(4} 

Emmanuel Shinwell, who was Minister of Mines at the time sent a telegram: 
11Please convey my deepest sympathy to the families and friends of the men 

who lost their lives in the disastrous explosions at Brownhills Colliery, 
and keep me fully informed of the progress of your investigation into the 

cause of the explosion.(~) 

As the messages flowed in expressing horror and grief, the rescue operations continued. The 
thankless job of bringing the bodies to the surface was to take place on Thursday morning. At 
10-30 the bell at the pithead was rung four times, the signal of a dead body coming up.(b) 
Here is the report given in the 11Walsall Observer11 of October the 4th, which re-creates the 
atmosphere of gloom at the pit-he<:~d: 

11 Slowly the windinQ wheel was seen to revolve hoisting a grim burden up lOO yards of shaft 
and after an interval of a few mi nutes there appeared from under the bridge six men , slowly 
and sadly carrying a stretcher containing the remains of. the first of the dead to be recovered, 
the body of Jack Holland , who like his father yea rs ago, had paid part of the human price at 
which coal is bought . All heads wer£ bared and bowed as the body was carried across to 
the carpenter shop, which had been hurriedly adapted to the purpose of a temporary mortuary. 
Fourteen resting places with clean surfaces of newly planed wood awaited the arrival of scorched 
and blackened bodies and revealed mutely the extent of the disaster. 1(7) 
Silent crowds gathered at S-0 1 clock, as the thirteenth body William Robbins was brought to the 
surface. This left the body of John Whittaker still to be recovered, it was too deep to be 
found and was the nearest one to the coal face. 

By Saturday afternoon the body of John Whittaker was brought to the surface. 
imprisoned by rock and was 11mutilated almost beyond recognition11 .(8) 

The body had been 

As the bodies were in a poor condition the doctor made tests and examinations and arrangement ~ 
for burial was made as soon as possible . lt was arranged that ten of the bodies should be 
buried in a mass grave at Brownhills church. On the Tuesday the blinds of shops and houses were 
drawn and all the shops in Brownhills were closed. The crowds li ned the streets, their 
silence 11broken only by the sobs of the womenfolk and the sympathetic murmers of men11 (9) 

The bodies had been put in the Grove Mortuary .on Sunday for relat ives to visit. The scorched 
bodies 11had been encased in coffins of light polish oak and brass fittings, on each of which 
lay the roses and carnations that had been taken there on the previous Fr iday by the Countess 
of Harrowsby at the request of the King and Queen. On each of the coffins the inscription 
simply gave name, age and date of death11 .(10) 

The mass grave was dug by Council workers who started at midnight on Sunday and dug in relays, 
complet i ng the task on Tuesday morning. Whitened bricks div ide~ the grave. 

T~e hearses arrived outside the public offices and were placed on the common. At a school 
across the road the school times were altered so that the children were at their lessons. 
The children stopped work and had two minutes silence when the funeral took place . (11) 

The cortege was headed by a firing party and buglers of the Territo rial Army. The way of the 
procession was lined by grieving people: 

--
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"All heads were bowed and many tears flowed in sympathy with 
those of the sorrowing relatives as, shortly after 2-0clock, 
the cortege began its slow journey from the public offices, 
where the flag drooped at half mast . At its head went in 
slow march a firing party and buglers from the First South 
Staffs (with which some of the dead men served during the war) 
under Sergeant Leech, and then came the melancholy procession 
of hearses and mourning coaches. On each hearse lay a special 
floral tribute sent by Mr. & Mrs. J . Bagly".(/2) 

Those men to be buried in the grave were Benjamin Corbett, Richard Howdle, John Brownridge, 
William Robbins Harold Smith, John Hackett, Alfred Heath, John Scoffhqm, Alec Martin and Willian 
Whittaker, who was to be buried above his wife.(/3) 

Each coffin was received at the gate by the Reverend W.E . Wibby, he led them to the West door 
rec i ting the opening of the burial service, whilst the firing party lined the pathway . 

As the coffins stood on trestles along the transept in front of the rood screen the congregatior 
1 istened to the burial service and joined in with the hymns 110 Rest In The Lord'', 11 1 know that 
My Redeemer Liveth" and "The Lord is mi neful of His own" The church doors were left open 
for all outside to hear, as the Reverend Wibby read the thirty ninth Psalm, and chapter 15 of 
the First Epistle to Corinthiane, beginning "Now is of Solemn Silence." (14) As each coffin left 
it was followed by a seperate body of mourners. Outside, the crowd had filled Ogley Lane 
and as the procession left the church, two women in the crowd sobbed loudly, and one woman 
fainted .(tSJ As the coffins were lowered into the grave with the words of the Benediction 
three rounds were fired and the bugles sounded the "Last Post" followed by 11Revei lle11 • (1~) 
The last touching note came as the hymn, ''Peace, perfPct peac~'was sung, and Mr.A.J.Cook, 
represen~tive of the Miners Federation of Great Britain, gave miners and those killed a 
final tribute He said : 

"I hope you will remember the toll that coal takes Every week 
twenty men lose their I ives, eighty are permanently injured, and 
three thousand less seriously injured" (17) 

These were just fourteen! The other four were bu'riecf nearer their .homes, John Holland was 
buried at Pelsall Parish Church, which was crowded on Tuesday(lf) 

The other four men were buried nearer their homes, John Holland, was buried at Pelsall Parish 
Church, which was crowded on Tuesday. lg) 

James Malley was buried at Hammerwich on Tuesday morning, the Walsall Observer describes the 
scene: "Blinds were drawn in almost every house from the Church to the Cemetary, 

Mrs.Malley is left with two children, the younger only a 'fortnighL- old when the 
disaster occured"(r9) 

John Whittaker was buried at Walsall Wood on Thursday afternoon, his body not being recovered 
until Saturday, his widow fainted as the coffin was lowered.(Zo) 

Alfred Boden was buried late on Tuesday afternoon, at St. James' Church Norton Canes . The 
whole village was in mourning and there was total silence even amongst the children.(21) 

Work had resumed at the pit on Thursday, 8th of October but it would take two weeks to clear 
the wreckage and destruction.(22) 

The families of those killed had to be thought of. MOSL of the men had children many being 
quite young. Under the Workmens Compensations Act, the families had to be provided for. 
The relief grant available depended on the average weekly earnings and the number of children 
to be providad for. The maximum sum avail?ble was six hundred pounds, which would not be 
reached in any of the cases . The Pelsall Miners Association sent small grants and William 
Harrison Ltd. gave grants of ten and fifteen pounds to each family.{Z3) 

Besides this, a relief fund was set up . The Birmingham Gazette gave one hundred pounds to 
each of the families but an organised fund was set up by the Brownhills Urban District Council. 
The families were in great difficulties because the depression meant that the colliery was only 
working three days per week . 
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Money was appealed for. to be sent only to Brownhills Council house or to the Observer Offices. 
William Harrison Ltd., gave £210, Lord Harrowsby gave £25, the Lord Mayor of Walsall, Councillor 
lngram gave £5. Ss. Od. Pelsall Miners Association gave £50, and a firm from Birmingham gave 
I 00 Guineas. (2..4) 

Some schools helped in the appeal. At one School a teacher told the reporter for the Walsall 
Observer 11 they hqve a wonderful spirit and huve been ever so proud to bring their pennies and 
ha I fpenn i es to schoo I for eh i Id ren whose daddies cannot work for them anymore. 11 (2!) Many peop 1 e 
sent anonymous donations and at one time Mr.T.E.Cox, in charge of the fund received £300 . 

The Earl of Dartmouth sent a letter 11 Dear Sir, In answer to your appeal I send you a cheque 
for £95. -seventy pounds from the Patshull Fishing Fund and twenty five pounds from 
myself. I send it with deepest sympathy for those who are in such heavy sorrow •• • ••• 

There are some things upon which no difference of opinion is possible, one is the daily peril 
that is faced by those who work in the pits, and the other is when trouble comes and an 
accident happens, the splendid self sacrificing courage our Cannock Chase Miners have shown. 
I send this cheque with the earnest hope that it may do something to help the bereaved ones to 
tide over their first days of shock and bereavement11(:2b) . 

Other people sent money or gifts. Mrs. George Roberts sent £100, and two guineas for · a wreath. 
The Reverend Tye of Perry Barr had the harvest festival gifts distributed amongst the bereaved 
families. Messrs. Crawfords Ltd . , sent thirty pounds of tea. Brownhills Working 
Mens Club sent fifteen guineas, Aldridge British Legion sent two guineas, Colliery 
Distress Fund, two hundred pounds. (2.7) 

Besides private donations novel ways to raise money were tried. A benefit Concert was held 
at the Regent Picture Hall, which raised five pounds fourteen and tuppence. A Football. 
match at Hednesford raised forty two pounds.t28) However, minor football matches were not the 
only fund raisers. Mr.B.Sholton of Short Heath, Nr.Willenhall, recalls his fund raising 
he worked at Hilton Main Colliery. He says that each pit on Cannock Chase was asked to send 
teams of men to big local football matches. He says 11 1 myself went on two of these missions, 
first to West Bromwich Albion ground, and second to Aston Villa, helped to carry a sheet round 
the touch 1 ines at Vi I la Park and the crowd threw the money in, and of course, we had men at 
every turhstile with collecting boxes . After we had filled our sheets we took them to 
our official H.Q. and then we had a bread and cheese lunch at the Holte Hotel 11 .(~9J They could 
not see the match because the ground was full . However, Mr.Charles Cox, another retired miner 
describes their fund raising efforts. He says that a group of about sixty men 11 dressed up 
in our working clothes, also with our oil lamps, which were loaned by the Pit Managers, and all 
of us had a money co 1 I ec t i ng box11 (Jo) set off on two coaches to a 1 oca 1 derby, West B romw i eh 
Albion versus Wolverhampton Wanderers, held at the Hawthorns. Mr . Cox says, 

11we got a very good support with our collecting boxes, they were all full to the brim, I 
cannot now tell you the amount raised, but it certainly was a good one, which was then 
passed on to the Head Quarters of the Disaster Fund11(31) They were allowed to stay \ 
and watch the match. 

Mr.Cox also sent me a memorial card, which was sold for a shilling. 
the men and a token verse: 

11Ready and daring at duty's call, 
No thought of self at heart, 
Down midst hell fires they gave their all, 
And nobly played their part . 11 (:32) 

lt contained the names of 

Mrs. Iris Ball was only five and a half when the disaster happened but she lost a father and a 
grandfather, Alec Martin and William Whittaker. She says 11 1 remember that day as if it was 
yesterday, and the shock ·of seeing my mother so upset but not real~y knowing what it was all 
about. My mother had only just buried her mother only six weeks before, so you can imagine 
what this did to her as she had no brothers or sisters to turn to. I was not old enough 
to help her, but she had wonderful friends and relatives on my dads side who helped her all 
they cou 1 d11 

.( 3' oJ 
Mrs . Martin was lucky, she remarried two years later, Mrs . Ball also says 11my mother did receive 
an allowance for. me till I left school but I dont know how much it was, then when I was twenty 
one I received £100, I had to go to Walsall court and sign for it11 (34) 
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She also recalls how the children were given a party at Christmas from proceeds of the fund.55 

THE INQUIRY. 

Before the Inquiry could take place it was necessary to have an inquest. This took 
place under the supervision of Mr.Frank Cooper on Monday, October 20th with a jury present. 
lt was necessary for the bodies to be identified, some of them . h~d been named while still in 
the makeshift mortuary at the Grove Colliery. William Holland, a coal merchant identified 
John Holland and Alfred Boden was identified by Fred Doran of Norton Canes. 1 

The bodies had been examined by Dr. R.G . Bradford and Dr.Pattison. His. conclusion was given 
to the jury but still left doubts to be discussed. Dr . Bradford said 11 1 have come to a 
definate conclusion as to the cause of death, and no post mortem examination or blood test would 
help me, although I have made a chemical test in three cases11 

• 2 However, Mr.A. J.Cook, 
representing the Mine.rs Federation of Great Britain, wanted to know why any blood tests were 
needed. The Doctor replied 11 1 took a chemical test of the blood in two cases where there was 
practically no injury to the body. The other one was were injury obviously caused death but 
I took the test for contrast with the other two••. 3 · 

The bodies that he tested were those of Alfred Heath, Alec Martin and John Whittacker. There 
was two m~ch doubt as to the cause of death in each case, the Coroner refused to issue death 
certificates because he wanted the Lnquiry to discuss the explosion, before the doctor was 
called upon to give the cause of death. 

Mr.J.Clarke, for the Cannock Chase Deputies Association wanted the doctor to state if any of the 
men breathed fire damp' but the Mines Department asked for the question to be postponed, so the 
formal inquiry began with an open verdict as to the cause of death. 

The inquiry took place at the Cooperative Hall, Walsall with Mr.F.H.Wynne, His Majesties Chief 
Inspector of Mines, facing the unenviable task of presiding over a controversial inquiry.~ 
lt is the duty of the Inspectorate to investigate accidents of various kinds, whether fatal or 
not, including explosions caused byl'gas or coal dust or any explosive, or by electricity, or 
by overwinding•• ~ lt was also necessary for notice to be given to Inspectors in case of 

u(l) ignition of gas or coal dust other than ignition of a safety lamp, (2) of underground fite 
(3) of breakage of a rope, chain or any other gear by which men are raised or lowered, 
(4) o~ overwinding while men are being raised or lowered or ,. (5) of inrush of water from old 
workings, whether personal injury or disablement · is caused or not'' . /, 

The Inquiry began with Mr. L.J.Earnshaw, a colliery surveyor who gave a detailed description 
of the Grove workings which are cited in the report. He described how there was a large 
notice abovt 11one hundred yards from the downcast shaft at the entrance to the roadway of 
Shallow Coal workings,~forbidding the use of naked light in the district, although candles 
or "shookies•• were sti 11 in use in some parts of the mine. Joseph Dodd had been the 
electrician on the morning shift. He said that he had examined the machinery and electrical 
equipment in the shaft. . The pit was advanced in its use of mechanical equipment~ 
Electricity was used to drive coal cutting machines and conveyors, compressed air was used 
for boring shot holes and for ''actuating two air-turbo electric lamps. 8 At approximately 
3-30 pm Dodd and his assistant Horace Tate dismantled an electric belt and laid cables in 
Number 1 Road, it was clear. 9 They laid cables in No.3. Road and were joined by John 
Scbffham, the fireman, at 5-30 pm. They saw men moving machinery and then went back to the 
upcast shaft . The cables were electric c The mains circuits "had its origin at a sub-
station situated near the bottom of the cross-measure drifts. Here there was . provided a 
switch,a device whereby it was possible not only to switch off the current, but actually by 
means of a special key to withdraw the isolating links in the busbar -chamber, so that even 
if an attempt ·to switch on were made, it would be abortive''.(/0 Because of his work Joseph 
Dodd had switched off the current: and hidden the key. Alec Martin had asked Dodd if they 
could "have the juice on'i'\.tO move a machine, but Dodd refused, and Martin was told to use 
the pony available. The current remained switched off because after the explosion some men 
were sent down to repair a telephone and they found the key still hidden where Dodd and Tate 
had put it • .12. 

-
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Mr.A.J.Dodd, a fireman, was questioned by Mr.W.E.T.Hartley, H.M.Divisional Inspector of Mines. 
Mr.Hartley asked Abraham Dodd 11since you have been in that part of the pit have you ever found 
gas? 11 1.3 Dodd replied, 11only on one occassion and that was two years ago on the Qposite side 
of the workings11 ~1~ This obviously refe rred to the death of the two men in 1928. He had made 
a check for gas at 5-30 and 7-0clock in the morning and had found nothing. He described how 
he was the fireman for the nightshift and had gone down to meet John Scoffham and take over 
the district. He was asked if he found anything unusual. He said 11nothing until I got to 
the bottom of the Chain Hole, there I found a door blown in, I thought there was something wrong 
then and proceeded cautiously , I examined for gas but did not find any11 • tS 

He did not find any falls until he had walked 60 yards, there he found girders in disorder, he 
listened for sounds but he could not hear anything. He went back to the shaft where he 
met the men of his own shift. He sent for the manager and went back towards the scene of 
the explosion with three others. The overman, George Stanton 11went into the return airway 
and found it foul with the smell of burning11 .lfo The men were stopped by -the dust and the 
fumes in the air. 

The first body was found about seventeen yards from the entrance, his electric lamp was still 
alight . At 5-0clock the first rescue party got to work and three more bodies were found 
opposite the top of Number 2 Road, near by was another lamp which was still burning. 17 

The Shallow District was part of the mine that used electric and safety lamps. Two hundred 
and fifty safety lamps were used, compared with three hundred open lights. Because the District 
used safety lamps it was necessary by Section 35 (2) of the Coal Mines Act of 1911 to search ten 
per cent •of the men for contraband articles, such as matches or cigarettes.IS Not all the men 
had ever been searched, A.J.Cook asked Abraham Dodd when he had searched men on his shift for 
contraband before the explosion. Dodd replied, that it was · Sunday night when he had searched 
two men of the twelve on the shi"ft. 19 The explosion occurred on Wednesday, so searching in the 
mine did not seem very thorough. Dodd said that he had never seen any of the men smoking but 
that he had smelt tobacco smoke when going down the main road. He assumed that it was being 
drawn down the pit shaft. 20 

The hearing continued on the Wednesday morning with Dodd still in the chair. He told those 
present that the Manager had told him to search the men but he had never found anything. He 
also said that he would be surprised if evidence showed that those killed had contraband article~ 
on them. 2 f 

The problem of gas was discussed by several witnesses. Captain Platt, the superintendent test
ing officer, was asked to test the lamps that the men had. He said that the lamps could not 
have ignited the gas, with the exception of two which were damaged . He did not know if they 
had been damaged by the explosion, if not the lamps could have ignited the gas if the filament 
had remained intact after the outer glass had broken. ~2 

Reginald Ashford, the day fireman, 
there was no sign of gas or falls. 
he was a Captain of a rescue team, 
with carbon monoxide gas.'123 

examined the workings between 2-30 and 3-30 and said that 
He said the he did find gas after the explosion because 

and by 1140 yards into Number 1 Road, .; -a bird went down ·· 

Ashford thought that the men were working when the explosion occurred , as there was no sign of 
11 snap11 or bottles. He gave his opinion that the only thing that would cause gas , in his 
mind, was a fall in No.I.Road. He had never taken a measurement of the air but believed it 
to be ample although he said he warned the men against smoking. One witness accused Ashford 
of saying ''there is enough stuff to blow the shallow into the bank 11

• 24- Cook thought that 
Ashford new that there was gas there, but had omitted to report it. Ashford denied any 
knowledge of gas or of ever letting out his safety lamp with which he would test for gas. 
Cook said that there was no appearance of a fall when Joseph Dodd was there so it was probably 
caused by the explosion. He asked Ashford why the ventilation was not suffi-cient to disperse 
the gas. Ashford believed that the fall occurred before the explosion and the Road would be 
blocked. 

Ashford admitted searching pockets as the men's coats were hung up but did not find any contra-
band. He sa id that no one had ever complained to him of gas and the manager was the one 
who dealt with complaints. ZS 
On Thursday, Mr.Hartley continued the questioning of Reginald Ashford. There were always 
warnings against carrying contraband according to As hford to large groups of men as wel l as 
small groups of men. This fact puzzled Mr. Wynne, beca use he did not see s uch a great 

--
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need for warnings if neither contraband or gas was found.;'.(-, 

· Thomas Hyde was then called to describe the nature of. the work that was being 
carried out. John Scoffham was the deputy in charge of the re-arranged machinery at the 
new face during the holiday. Holland and Heath were to finish the "baiting" or altering 
the floor level, Martin and William Whittacker was to move a machine from No.l.Road, wjth 
Malley and Boden moving another from No.2 . to No.3. Road. Smith and Hackett were to put 
up a doubJe brattice sheet ten or twelve yards from the double doors, which were to be 
taken off. Mr . Hartley asked if there was any work that required the firing of shots, to 
which Hyde rep! ied"Wo". 27 In fact the detonator was left if the office with a tin of explo
sives. Hyde was also questioned about the gas, he considered the ventilation to be good. 
As under-manager it ~as his job to help supervise the~ day and afternoon shifts and he found 
no trace of gas. Mr.Hartley asked if gas persisted several days afterwards. Thomas Hyde 
said there was not any in the cavity in No. I. Road. 2g Mr.Hartley continued the questioning 
by asking ehere the gas came from and where did it accumulate. lt was Thomas Hydes opinion 
that the gas came from a fault ln No.l.Road and that the pocket of gas was at the new face 
because it was the highest point in the immediate district. However, he confirmed that the 
gas could have come from No.2 or 3 Roads. He said that a considerable amount of air never 
reached the coal face, He said 11 lt was a very old pit and it is difficult to put a finger on 
where a great amount was going" • .::!9He did not think that more air was needed even though Mr. 
S.O.Davies, representative for the Miners Federation pointed out that there was less air cir
culating after the explosion and that they still had not discovered where the air was being 
lost. 30Mr.Hartley said that an attempt to rectify the matter had been made by re-newing the 
air-stoppings. ~\ Thomas Hyde said that he had not checked for gas after being asked . to and 
he did not have any idea that the workmen were talking of gas being present. Abraham Dodd 
had said that there was a fall before the explosion but Thomas Hyde said that he was mistaken 
about the pas it ion of the fa 1 1. 32. 

Then came the subject of searching the bodies. The bodies had been taken to a makeshift 
mortuary in the Grove Offices where they had been searched by Police Sergeant Cresswell. He 
found, :to most people~ horror, that all but two had contraband.33 On John Holland he 
found a small piece of twist, on Hackett he found likewise. Sergeant Cresswell discovered 
twelve live matches, one spent match, a cigarette packet with a whole cigarette and three 
pieces were in the pockets of Harold Smith. On William Whitticker, Alfred Boden, John 
Scoffham were small pieces of twist. Benjamin Corbett had two small pieces of twist a 
wooden pipe and seven live matches, while Williams Robbins had a partly smoked cigarette in 
his pocket. On John Brownridge were found three live matches and half a box of live matches 
were found on Richard Howdle. John .Whittacker had five live matches. 

The coal dust down the pit was a great irritant to the men and to try to combat its effects 
a lot of men would chew tobacco. If any men were searched in the shift they must have been 
Alec Martin and Alfred Heath who had empty pockets. When the bodies were searched there 
was no · representatives of the deceased . 34 

Doctor Bradford was called to tell of the terrible injuries inflicted on the bodies by the 
explosion. Eleven of the mendied of gas poison.i-ng, and in some instances this was accel
erated by burns or other injuries, one had a fractured skull, one fractured ribs. Except 

,in two cases the men lived for some time after the explosion but it was not known for how long. 
~~n some of the bodies there were different types of burns, but the cause of these burns were 

not known. Three bodies did not have enough injuries to cause death, therefore they must 
have been gassed . 3~ 

Mr. E. Rowley was certain that to cause the explosion one of them must have struck a match. 
said " From these indications I have definitely come to the conclusion that the 

explosion must have originated at or somewhere near the top of No.2.Road. 
There seemed an area in which the forse had travelled in practically ~very 
di rection."37 

He 

Despite this conclusion of Mr.Rowley 1 s further discussion was necessary. At the top of No.2. 
Road the timber was blown in opposite directions but gas and coal dust was negligable. He 
thought that the gas had accumulated at the worked out section and that the fall of cinder coal 

-

which may have hefd gas, was, to his mind, caused by the explosion However, there was a kick ... 
- back of gas which indicated that there was a blockage ·in an air spout that was there before 

the explos ion. 3~ 
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Mr.Hartley 

rep I ied 
from cinder 
coal rather 

said to Mr.Rowley that the gas may have come from the cinder coal, Mr.Rowley 
11 1 cannot say one has never occurred but I have never known of an explosion 

coal. My experience is that gas is more likely to remain in the shallow 
than in cinder coa I . 11 39 

To make the ventilation worse the ~attice sheets that replaced the doors were not effective 
substitute. He did not consider the seam to be 1gassy 1 because is was worked with 
naked l ights but in those days it was usual to use safety lamps in advanced workings. 40 

Mr.Cook asked, "One would be justified i n assuming that the gas was leaking from the old 
workings for some time previous to that ? 11 ~~ Mr.Rowley thought not, but did think that 
the gas came mainly from old workings, and it was not a sudden accumulation of gas . 

The absence of destruction for fifteen yards was that the exposion had gathered for&e as it 
tore through the roads.4~Mr.Cook asked Mr . Row ley if he had made a thorough search for a spent 
match, especially at the face where there was very little derangement of the machinery~3Mr. 
Rowley had found a pick and a hammer which may have caused a spark, but which was not likely. 
He did not think that sparks to ignite the gas could have been created by machinery. He did 
not think that the machinery was being moved because ' 1 the description of how the bodies were 
found seems that the men were not actually working at the time. 11 ~Some rescue workers had 
thought otherwise. 

The workmen did not have safety lamps so that they could not tell whether there was any gas 
present. The fireman carried a flame safety lamp, and two more were in use. Mr.Rowley 
thought ·this would probably be adequate but it would be even better for each set of ~orkmen 
to have a flame safety lamp. There was not a flame safety lamp in the new face.4~1t was 
the responsibility of John Scoffham to examine the air at least twice during the shift. 
Mr.Cook thought that if the men had a way of finding if there was any gas present~the explos ion 
may not have occurred, assum i ng that a naked light had caused it. +C.:. 

Mr.Cook said that if the men had been smoking he thought it likely that the officials must have 
known about it, the most likely time to smoke would have been at 11 snap11 time. Mr.Cook said, 
•••• if the ignition were caused by a naked light, the effect would be that a man 1 s hand · 

and face would be blown to pieces ••••• 41 He continued, if the match or cigarette had fallen 
to the ground it would have been found nea r the body? Mr.Rowley did not agree 
with this, he said, if you had seen two caps that were carried along by the explosion and 
torn to tatters, you would agree that a cigarette and match may have similarly been swept 
along • • • •••• 48 lt was quite true that no cigarette, pipe, or match had been found in the 
workings. If, as one of the rescuers had said, the men were found with their heads by an air 
spout they would know of gas and hardly light a match. 

Despite this Mr. Rowley was of the opinion that without matches an explosion would not have 
occurred. Mr. Cook had suggested that a spark from a pick could have caused the explosion 
but Mr.Rowley did not think that this could happen.~9 

Mr. Stewart, Barrister on behal f of the Colliery owners asked Mr.Rowley if he thought the 
owners and managers 11had all put the i r heads together to tel I the same story''f"\:hat they had. 
tried to conceal the presence of gas, Rowley did not have chance to answer because A.J.Cook 
said he thought that they had. 

On the final and si xth day of the inquiry it was decided from examination of witnesses and 
the underground workings that the fall preceeded the explosion, releasing cinder coal that 
rapidly gave off gas due to the friable state that it was in. The main evidence on the 
matter came from Professor lvan Graham , the deputy director of Mining Research at Bi rmingham 
University~ The Professor had made a report wh ich was de livered by Professor Haldane 
the director. The quantity of air circulating in the workings was adequate and the methane 
perc.entage suddenly rose from a fall of coal in the cinder seam, the coal was in a disinteg-
rated state and gave off gas. A fall corresponding to this was found in NoA l Road.~~ 
Professor Graham reported that the explosion extended down No . 2. Road by the explosion of 
coal dust, with dust forming a great amount of the explosion mixture. $ 2 Professor Haldane 
said:-

' ' 

11No other explanation of the gas seems to cover the facts satisfactorily, but 
of course, it is difficult to feel perfectly sure.~ 

.-
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Stewart put Mr.Rowley•s suggestion to Professor Haldane that the gas came out of the disued 
workings and that a break or subsidence enabled it to get along a face and explode at the 
top of No.2.Road. The theory was accepted by Professor Haldane who had spent hours 
underground himself trying to aetermine the cause and origin of the explosion. However, 
Professor Haldane refuted Mr.Rowleys 1 theory that dust had not played a great part in the 
~plosion; it had not played much part in ~he initiation of the explosion 11 but in the 
extension of it (he) thought it played a very considerable part. There had been a tendency 
to underestimate the part played by coal dust in smaller explosions • . ~~ Professor Haldane 
exonerated those killed by explaining that they knew gas had not been seen there before, and 
although smoking was against the regulations, he saw that the men would not be afraid of the 
presence of gas.~-~ This inflamed Cook and Davies because they considered that there was 
little or no evidence that the victims had been smoking. Professor Haldane had to agree 
with this and pointed out that ignition could have been caused by something else. Sh 

Then Mr. Cook told those present that the Miner~ Federation agreed with. Mr.Rowley that the 
explosion was 11an accumulation of gas from the fait, and not from a sudden fall. lt 
accumulated because of a shortage of ventilation, leakages from old roads and obstacles caused 
by falls in the return airway. A fall at the bottom of one of the spouts previously a 
second means of egress as required ' by the Mines Act. 11 S"] 11This would also prevent any means 
of escape for those men who lived after the explosion . Mr.Cook was convinced that gas was 
present before the explosion. Witnesses had caused arguments and controversy over this 

_,..---.... subject. 

Before Professor Haldane had given his evidence several witnesses had been called to discuss 
the nature of the gas. The Mines Inspectors assigned to examine the workings, Mr.Hartley 
and Mr.Rowley 1 had never found any cinder coal giving off gas. Men had lived after the 
explosion and had not been stunned by gas until after their injuries had been sustained, 
however, four of the bodies were found by an air spout, perhaps this was an indication of 
gas being present. Witnesses were called who said that gas was present for several days 
before the explosion and it had been reported. 

Ebenezer Derry, aged thirty five, was a machineman in the shallow district where the explosion 
happened. He said that he had reported gas in the district several times to Reginald 
Ashford. This had been denied by Ashford. Mr.Derry said that Ashford was the first to 
know about the gas and that he had often seen the flames in the safety lamp go out. Mr.Derry 
said that on one oc·cassion an Inspector was due to visit the pit, Ashford had told him to 
11stopthe 1 tadger' and turn on all the taps11

, Sf a'tadger' being the drill to bore shot holes, 
because there · was not sufficient ventilation. Derry had, however, left the Grove 
'' ••••• Because of the bad conditions11 of which (he)S'9had complained scores of times, and 
the bullying, especially by the Fireman. He said that he was afraid of his job, but he 
could not endure the amount of work that was put on them by Ashford. hO 

Mr. Stewart thought that Mr. Derry was a biased witness, possibly seeking revenge, he asked 
Derry when he had talked to Mr.Cook, This led to Cook saying that Stewart had 11schooled11 

some of his witnesses., This was soon stopped by Mr.Wynne, in charge of the inquiry, 
and Mr.Stewart resumed his questioning . His first question was, 11Which were you more 
afraid of, your life or your job? Derry admitted that he was afraid of both, then came 
Mr.Stewarts spectacular statement that shocked everyone present, he said: 

11 1 am going to suggest there is not a word of truth in your evidence and that there was no 
g'as there!1 bl 

This incensed Mr.Cook further with another spectacular outburst. He said to Derry, 11You 
called at the local office ••••• We have nothing to hide. If the other side would be as 
frank •••• 11 "-2 Stewart interupted, plead·ing that it was hardly a question

1
to which 

Cook ejaculated11 11but we know what goes on! 11 63 

The next witness was Thomas Hackett, the brother of one of the victims. He said that he had 
never been searched, or had never seen any other workman : search~d. He said: ,, 
-----The air was very bad indeed, it used to make me feel sick, and make my head and legs ache. 
I complained about the conditions , but the fireman took no notice. The day before Reginald 
As hford warned the men, saying (he) would think anyone who took anyt hing down there wa s mad, 
a s there was enough stuff to blow the s ha llow onto the bank11

• bS ' 
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Mr. Wynne asked Hackett if it was usual for men to smoke underground. Thomas Hackett 
denied eve r seeing any1 but thought it was possible that Ashford had said such a thing because 
he said he had smelt tobacco smoke that morning. bbMr.Pattison, the manager since 1918, 
said that Ashford was competant and carried out his instructions. ~~7 

Another witness was Enock Hooker, a stallman in Shallow District who said he had never detected 
gas. He had been searched on several occcasions and had never heard of any others talk of 
gas. He never saw any cigarettes or matches but knew of men who took them down. Mr.Hooker 
was called as a witness by the management. 6~ 

found any, 
so men would 

George Cassell, a chargeman, said that he frequently tested for gas but never 
He never came across any bullying in the pit. Jobs were scarce at the time 
endure hard work, even if it proved extremely strenuous. b9 

My Grandfather started work in the Shallow District of the Grove Pit a few days before. He 
had found it difficult to find a job after the General Strike. He was not called as a 
witness but said himself he thought there was gas in the district. He returned home feeling 
dizzy, sick and with no apetite. He refused to go back and was not at work on the day of 
the explosion. '10 

Despite the evidence given, fireman Ashford denied any knowledge of gas or of anyone reporting 
gas . He denied the evidence of Derry and said, "I dont think there is a man working under 
me who c.an say I have bullied him or shouted at him". 7/ 

Finally, the inquiry had to reach a conclusion. Mr.Cook said that the men had only electric 
lamps and he thought that more safety lamps or the Ringrose Gas detectors should be :issued 
and the men should not be dependent on the fireman. He said that very little searching had 
gone on and addressing Mr . Wynne, he said : 

"I hope you will find the Company guilty of breaches of the 
Mines Act in the light of the facts presented and that you 
will recommend better ve~tilation and returns, more efficient 
searching , and more flame safety lamps or the use of lamps 
1 ike the Ringrose gas detector . "72. 

Mr . Cook went on to sugges t a safety first committee, at every colliery with representatives 
of the workmen and periodical reports. The Mines Act must be carried out as it had been 
intended in 1911. 73 

Mr.Clark, for the Cannock Chase Miners, wanted every man to be :searched and Hr.Stewart dec i ded 
that if the explosion had been caused by a s park they could be expected every day. 7~ 

So the argument went on. Controversy followed controversy, now it was up to Mr.Wynne to 
sort out the evidence and find a conclusion, an: almost impossible task in the circumstances. 

THE REPORT AND CONCLUSION. 

The i nquiry being over, a conclusion had to be reached. l t was not unti l April, 1931 that 
the official report was published by H.H.Stationery Office. The Official title of the 
Report was a "Report on the Causes and Circumstances attending the Explosion which occurred 
at the Grove (Brownhills) Colliery, Brownhills ~ Staffordshire on the lst October, 1930' '. 
The report was drawn up by T .H.Wynne s. ·sc., H.H. · Depaty. - Inspector of Mines. 

The report gave the coroner 1 s, Hr.F.Coope r , ve rdict as being: 

''The fourteen men met their deaths as a resu l t of an explosion at the Grove Pit on lst 
October, 1930. There is not sufficient conclusive evidence to prove how the explosion 
occurred"· 1 

The verdict was made before the Inquiry into the circumstances of the explosion took place. 

The beginning of the Report renders Reginald Ashford blameless of any negligence. The Report 
goes on to describe how the workings were in a safety lamp area and how a notice was posted to 
di scourage naked li ghts in the a rea . Eac h man had an e lectric safety lamp and three flame 
safe ty l amps we re i ssued t o 

• 
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to John Scoffham a fireman working as an ordinary worker and to one of the coal cutting 
machine men. : ::) 

The Report specified that in section 35 (2) of the Coal Mines Act, 1911, ten per cent of 
the men should have been searched. Men were not always searched. ( .3 ) 

The Report goes on to cover evidence given in the previous cha~ter by Joseph Dodd, Horace 
Tate and Mr . Pattison . These men said, as Ashford did, that all seemed normal when they 
were underground on the same day . 

When the explosion occurred there were fifteen men down the pit, the fourteen victims and an 
hostlerin the stables situated by the downcast shaft, about one and a quarter miles away. 
He felt no effects and heard no noise. ; The time the explosion occurred caused some debate: 

"Judging by the amount of work done, it seems 1 ikely that the time was somewehere between nine 
and nine thirty p.m. This estimate is borne out to some extent by the fact that a watch 
found in the clothing of one of the deceased had stopped at nine-eighteen".(~) 

This estimate was ~ conclusion that was feasible . The crucial questions of the Inquiry was 
the origin of the gas, and the cause of the explosion. The Report dealt with the point of 
origin on page 9. The force and flame showed that the new ·face was the starting point, at 
the left hand side of the top of No.2.Road, "within a space of five or six yards, there were 
four bodies of approximately equal distances apart, all of which had been exposed to intense 
heat".(S) Coal cjust had played no part in the cause of the explosion but had helped to spread 
the effects. Mr.Rowley and Laurence Holland, had inspected the Mine on the morning after 
the explosion, Mr.Holland had written , "dust showed little coating- therefore he concludes 
dust played little part". (~)However, eleven of the fourteen deaths "were due, at least in 
part, to the effects of carbon monoxide and that this gas was present in considerable quantity 
in . the after damp". (7) 

As far as the cause was concerned, several possibilities were put forward. To cause an 
explosion a mixture of firedamp and air in explosive proportions needed to be lit in some way . 
The possible causes of a flame were :-

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

] . 

Sparks from electrical plant . 
Shot firing. 
Spontaneous combustion. 
Sparks caused by hard rock falling on hard rock or metal striking metal. 
The exposed flame of a safety lamp. 
The glowing filament or sparking at a broken filament of an electric 

Flame from a Iucifer match . (~) 
lamp. 

The first possibility was rejected because the power was off and the key was found where Dodd 
left it after the explosion.(9) 

The second possibility of shot firing was rejected immediately because no explosive or detonator 
were taken into the mine . (/0) 

As far as spontaneous combustion was concerned there would have been traces of it and the men 
seemed to be wo:rking up to the time of the explosion.(lf) 

The fourth possibility of sparks from friction were dispelled because there were no falls 
present except for those caused by the explosion, the strata would not have given sparks of 
sufficient intensity to light the gas. There was a pick ~resent which could have hit rock 
causing a ·spark but the pick was found as though it had been !edged against the wall with the 
blade on the floor and the shaft leaning against the coal~l2fThis conclusion is incomplete. 
I think that a spark could have been caused by the machinery that the men were moving, they 
were still working. Machinery was not mentioned in the report, I contest this was an 
important omission • 

--
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The three safety lamps were "found far enough away from the face to preclude the possibilty 
of ignition". ( ·11) These lamps were tested by the Mines Department testing station and 
they could not light firedamp in the way that was needed to cause an explosion . Each man 
had an electric lamp, four of which were found intact. Of the other ten two were damaged, 
found under tl1e fall found at the bottom of No.2 . Road, the fall had obviously damaged 
them. The air-turbo lights in the district ·were both badly damaged, but these were not 
in action at the time. ( i4-) 

The final possibility was ignition by a Iucifer match . No spent match or cigarette was _ 
actually found on the ground . Contraband articles were found on twelve of the bodies. ·sody 
No . ll, that of Will iam Roboins had a cigarette stub in his pocket . The pocket had been burned 
by putting a .glowing cigarette into it, this may have been done previously when the man was on 
the surface. His body was found in the new face along with thoseof Benjamin Corbett, John 
Brownridge and Richard Howdle.(t5) 

There was poor ventilation caused by a stopping in the Spout D. No match or cigarette was 
ever found despite intensive searching. The force of the explosion was great but some 
trace would probably have been found. lt was Mr.Wynne's conclusion that of the possib
ilities available the striking of a match was the only conclusion to be reached , 1 have 
my doubts and I will refer to these later, but I believe the men knew of the presence 
of gas, and had known for some time . 

The Report indicated that the accumulation of gas may have been caused by "some movement 
on the strata in the goaf and adjacent to the fault which caused firedamp to be emitted 
more or less suddenly, but this again is pure surmise and there is nothing to indicate 
that any such movement had taken place". ( tb) 

Despite a report of surmise and open verdicts, conclusions were clamoured for. 

Two pages were devoted to Mr . Wynnes conclusions, drawn from evidence and conclusions 
of some of the insp~ctors present at the Inquiry . 

He wrote:-
1 find that the explosion was caused by a naked light used in connection with smoking 
which ignited a considerable accumulation of fire- damp, the fringe of which extended 
into the new face. This accumulation of firedamp existed in the headings on the 
r i se side of the new face and probably also in the goaf of the recently worked out 
panels to the left thereof.(/7) . 

.. He cont 1 nued: 
''lt is impossible to say how or when the accumulation of inflamable gas occurred. 
ie: whether it was the result of a slow process of emission, or a sudded outburst 
shortly before the actual occurrence of the accident ." (I&') 

These were the main conclusions. Others being that more searching was needed in the Mi ne. 
William Harrison was found blameless as to the conditions of ventilation in the pit . The 
brattice sheets and unchecked doors were, however, "bad mining practice". (19) 

Mr. Wynne also agreed with Mr.A.J.Cook, and the Miners Federation that naked lights should be 
abolished and mines should have only one form of power, electricity or candle power.(20) 

As to the conclusion that the explosion was caused by naked lights I have grave doubts . wit
nesses were called at the enquiry to say that they had known of gas and had reported it, but 
it had bean ignored. Mr . Lawrence Holland, in his report, made a reference to the men who 
said they knew of gas and dismissed their evidence. 

' "both ~itnesses were definitely biased in their evidence. · One lost two 
relatives and had never worked at or near the coal face". (2.1) ,... 

The other left the Colliery eighteen months before because of bullying by Reginald Ashford. 
These men may have been biased, as Mr. Wynne concluded in the report, but it does not mean to 
say they were telling deliberate lies. My Grandfather, Mr. F.Hopley Sen~ worked at the 
Grove Coli iery at the time. The day before the explosion he returned home he could not eat, 
he felt dizzy and very sick. He said that the conditions were terrible and that there was 
gas down there, he was not going back the next day.(.22) 
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I also talked to Mr.John Scoffham, son of the fireman in charge of the fated shift, 
John Scoffham. He said that his father often told them that there was gas in the 
district and he 11 could not eat and was sick11 (2.~ ) ; the same symptoms. He had 
reported gas but nothing had been done. (~4) If gas was present, and they knew, 
as I think they did, no one would have been foolish enough to light a match. Sparks 
from moving the machinery were a possible alternative. 

Mr . Scoffhpm also told me that when a Mines Inspector had been expected at the Colliery all the 
Firemen had instructions to tighten up safety until the inspection was over, when it would lapse 
again. His father told him this and he had experience of this because he was twenty two years 
old at the time and worked at the Grove himself .(Z~J Ashford was accused of this, but denied it. 
Mr . Scoffham held the opinion that Ashford not only had to defend himself and his own reputation 
but his job. (;!b) to go against the management would have meant losing a job. Jobs r 
were precious in those days of depression and miners were looked down upon after the 
seemingly fruitless upheavals of the General Strikes. Mr. Cook had pointed a finger 
at bribery or false evidence ,(Z7 ) perhaps his accusations had some foundation. 

However, I nor anyone can change the past course of history. Hr. Wynne could only 
piece together the evidence he had. Who can say what happened and be certain. The 
only witnessess who could present the entire truth died in the disaster. 
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REFLECTIONS ON THE DISASTER By Mr. L ... J.Lewis. 

1 remembered being wakened by ashes be ing thrown at the bedroom window, i t was jus t getting 
1 ight on the morning of Thursday, 3rd October, 1930. Jumping out of bed, I looked .down 
into the yard and saw Mr. Albert Paten, the youngest son of Mr. ~os. Pato?, the ch aef 
i ns tructor at the Mines Rescue Station at Hednesford, and who drove the Manes Rescue 
car, he called to me to get my father out quick, as t he re had been an explos ion at the 
Grove Pit . 
1 remember seeing my father dashing to the car ha l f dressed, the car itself was rea lly 
a l arge furn i t ure type van which had been especia ll y buil t to accommodate a rescue 
team complete with a ll tools and breathing aparatus ready for any emergency . That 
was the last time my father wa s to be at home for three days. 

-
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I call ed at the pit each day for any news, there was always a large crowd there. 
On the second day I pushed my way through the c rowd to the gate, the pol i ceman on duty 
who was a next door neighbour of ours told me a rescue team had just come up the p i t 
and I could go and see if my father was amongst them. I found t he team resti ng i n 
the engine house, drinking hot tea, they were all very dirty, sweat stained and t ired. 

On the third day my father came home and was able to tell us of the rescue operations , 
how they had to dig their way through roof falls to reach some of the bodies, and of 
horses having been killed in the blast and had their coats taken off as i f they had 
been shaved. 

I ·remembered the policeman on the gate was P.C . Clough, who was later to be promoted 
to Sergeant and transferred to Cannock. (He was later made Inspector in Charge of 
A.R.P. during the war. When he retired he went to live at Poole, in Dorset . ) 

We have a reminder of this bit of local history in the form of a clock with an inscri bed 
plate attached. lt says,'.-The Cannock Chase Mines Rescue Committee presented to 

Mr. J . Lewis, for twenty years s e rvice in Mines Rescue Brigades,1935. 1 
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